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Abstract
Computational methods for manipulating sets of polynomial equations are becoming of
greater importance due to the use of polynomial equations in geometric modeling. Recently,
the technique of Grabner bases has received much attention as an algorithmic method for determiuing properties of systems of polynomial equations. Grebner bases provide a method for
testing ideal membership, a problem whose solution requires running time double exponential
in the number of indeterminates (in the worst case). Another lesser known technique based on
classical algebraic geometry is that of multi-equational resultants. Computing the resultant of
several equations can be done in time single exponential in the number of indeterminates of the
equations.
In this paper, we survey a range of geometric and algebra.ic problems that may be solved
using multi-equational resultants. These problems include converting from the parametric form
to the implicit form of curves and surfaces, computing the intersection of three or more surfaces,
and computing the convolution of algebraic curves and surfaces. 'Ve also review a method using
multi-equational resultants for decomposing an algebraic set into its irreducible components.
Finally, we give an original method for computing the image of a hypersurface under a rational
map and inverting this map if its is one-t(X)ne.

·Supportetl in part by NSF grant MIP 85.'21356, ARO conlract DAAG2g·S5-C-001S under Cornell l1SI and ONR
conlract NOOOH-SS-K-040'2
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1

Introduction

Current research in geometric modeling is engaged in e.'(tending the geometric coverage of solid
modelers using polynomial equations of arbitrarily high degree. Effectively manipulating these
geometric representations require the ability to manipulate the underlying systems of equations
{Bajaj 88]. One computational method for manipulating systems of equations is that of Grabner
bases (Buchberger 85]. Given a set of polynomials S = {511 "0' Sm}, Grabner bases provide a
deterministic method for determining whether a polynomial P lies in the set of all polynomials of
the form

L ,;liS;

(the ideal of S). Geometric problems such as intersection are then posed in an

ideal-theoretic form and solved using Grobner bases. One of the main difficulties involved in using
Grabner bases is that the method may be extremely slow for even small problems. In the worst case,
this method requires exponential space and may have running time that is double e.xponential in
the number of variables in problem p.Iayr 82]. Even in special cases where this double exponential
behavior is not observed, deriving tight upper bounds on the methods running time is difficult.

In this paper, we present an alternative method for answering a wide range of questions dealing
with the :ero sets of polynomial equations. This method is the generalization of the two equation
resultant of Sylvester (see [Lang 71], section V.10) to three or more equa.tions. Specifically, given n
homogeneous equations in n variables, there e.x.ist a homogeneous polynomial in the coefficients of
the equations that evaluates to zero if and only if the original equations have a common root. We
refer to this polynomial as the multi-equational resultant (as distinguished from the two equation,
multivariate resultant in Collins [Collins 71]).
"Mathematical characterizations of the multi-equational resultant appeared in classical algebraic
geometry from the late 1800's to the early 1900's. In particular, [Cayley 1848],

[~lacaulay

02] and

[Hurwitz 13] have each suggested mathematical characterizations of the multi-equational resultant.
Renewed interest in classical algebraic geometry techniques [Sederberg 86] has lead to more computational treatments of multi-equational resultants. These works include [Bajaj 87, Canny 88b].

In Section 2, we review a mathematical characterization of the multi-equational resultant by
Macaulay [i\olacaulay 02]. A method of [Canny 8Sb] based on tlus characterization for computing
the resultant in time single exponential in the number of equations, is also outlined. We ne.xt
survey applications of multi-equational resultants in computing with solution sets to polynomial
equations. Some of these have been presented in prior papers, however we include them here for
sake of completeness. In Section 3, we show how to the use the resultant to compute the convolution
of plane curves as well as the common tangent between plane curves. These operations arise in
motion phl.lllung and computations with planar geometric models. In Section 4, the resultant is
used to compute the implicit equations and the inverse of the rational parametric equations of a
parametric surfacc, as well as the convolution of two parametric surfaces. \Ve also present a way
of obtaining a birational planar projection or the intersection curve of two parametric surfaces.
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All these problems arise in computing boolean set and sweep operations on solid models with
parametric surface boundaries.

In Section 5, the resultant is used for determining whether there is a curve singularity on
an algebraic surface, for computing the convolution of two algebraic surfaces and computing the
intersection of three algebraic surfaces. In Section 6, we discuss the use of the multi-equational
resultant in computing the decomposition of general algebraic sets into irreducible components.
We include original work on using resultants to compute the image of a hypersurface under a
rational map and determine whether that map is one-to-one almost everywhere. If the map is
birational, we then show that a varIant of the resultant and

Cramer~s

rule can be used to compute

the inverse map. Finally, we conclude by comparing and contrasting the methods of Grabner bases
and multi-equational resultants.

2

Multi-equational Resultants

A homogenEous polynomial is a polynomial in which all terms are of the same degree. The zero
set of a homogeneous polynomial in n variables defines a hypersurface in n dimensional affine
space. Howeyer, if we map lines through the origin in this n dimensional space to points in a

n - 1 dimensional projective space, then the zero set of a homogeneous polynomial also maps to a
hype1'5urface in the n -1 dimensional projective space. (See [Hartshorne ii, Chapter 1] for a more
complete explanation.)
If II

:;;; 0, ..., In:;;; 0 are homogeneous polynomial equations in n variables, then the resultant
RUl,"" In) is a polynomial in the coefficients of the It that vanishes if and only if the Ii have a
common zero in projective space. For this reason, the resultant is also often called the eliminant.
Geometrically, the resultant vanishes if and only if the n hypersurfaces (fi :;;; 0) have a common
intersection in projective space.
The resultant of severa! equations has several dHferent characterizations. Probably the most
elegant was discovered by Macaulay [Macaulay 02]. He shows that the multi-equational resultant
can be e.'(presscd as the quotient of the detenninant of two matrices whose entries are coefficients
of the polynomials. In the case of two equations, the matrL"\ for the denominator always has
determinant 1 and the matrix for the numerator is the traditional Sylvester matrix.
In computing the multi-equational resultant, the

Ii

arc multiplied by suitable monomials to

transform the problem of determining whether the polynomials have a common zero into a problem
in linear algebra. We construct a matrix whose entries are the coefficients of the

II.

"'!

In. The

determinant of this matrix will be the product of the resultant and the determinant of a specific
minor of the matrix.
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2.1

All Example

Since the construction is rather complicated, we now begin an e.''{a.mple. Let

o

+ a2x2 + a3.2:3
bllxi + b12XIX'l + b22X~ + b13XIXS + b23X'lX3 + b33X5
cllxi + C12XIX2 + C:22X~ + C13XIX3 + C23X2Xa + C33X~
al.2'1

o
o

be three homogeneous polynomial equations in which the coefficients are treated symbolically.

Now consider the following ten polynomials

xiII- XIX2h, Xl.2'3/1, x~1l, x~h, .2'2.2'311, .2'212, xah, .2'213, x313·

(1)

AJl ten of these polynomials ha....e degree three. Setting all of these polynomials to be zero simultaneously yields a matri"{ equation of the form:
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(2)

The symbolic coefficients form a ten by ten matrix, A.
If

/1> Iz,

and

h

simultaneously vanish at some point in projective space, then there is some

nonzero vector in the kernel of A. Thus, the determinant of A must vanish. Since the resultant
vanishes if and only if

/1,

hand

h

have a common solution, the resultant must be a factor of

the determinant of A 33 • To compute the resultant from A, we must still eliminate the e.xtraneous
factors in det(.A.).
Using ;,Iacaulay's construction, this extraneous factors is the determinant of a minor of A.
Eliminate from A all columns corresponding to monomials that are divisible by only one of the
monomiaJ.s in the set {Xl, X~,

xn.

Next, eliminate a row if it contains an

al,

bZ2, or

C33

in an

eliminated column. This leaves a two by two minor of A, denoted by B,

D).

B = ("

o .,

In this case, Lhe resultant is exactly:

R

det(A)
det(B)"
4

(3)

2.2

The General Construction

We now state the general construction due to [Macaulay 02]. Since Macaulay's notation is difficult
to understand, we use instead the notation of (Canny 88b]' Let
polynomial equations in

Xl! •••, X n

with

It = 0, ..., In = 0 be homogeneous

Ii being of degree d;. The coefficients of the Ii's are treated

as indeterminates. Let

We let the n-vector

Cl

denote the exponents of a monomial in

Xl, ••• ,

Xn . For example, if

a = (aI, ..., an), then

Thus, the set of all monomials of degree d in n variables is

x' = {xal'" +... + "n = d.}
If N denotes the number of monomials in this set, then the monomials will index the columns of

an N by N matrix. In terms of the previous e.'(ample, d

= 3:

N

= 10 and

X 3 is the set of all

monomials of degree three in three variables.
"Ve next partition Xd into n disjoint sets. These sets are

In the example, we would have

{X~,X~X3}
{X2X5,X~}

Next, for each set

xt,

we construct a set Fi of polynomials from

Ii

using monomials in

xt.

Specifically, we let

Fi =

X'

--+-1i.
x·'
,

The Fi are sets of homogeneous polynomials in n variables of degree d. Moreover, each of the
polynomials in the union of the Fi' equated to zero, collectively yields a set of N homogeneous
polynomial equations. Referring to the previous e.xample, the union of H, F2 and F3 is e.xactly the
set of polynomials in (1).
We now construct an N by N matrL"{ (call it A) whose columns are indexed by monomials in

X d and whose rows correspond to the polynomials in the Fi'S. For a given polynomial p in Fi'
its row consists of the symbolic coefficients of each monomial in p. In the previous example, the
matrix in equation 2 is this matrix .4. Now, if the
5

Ii

have a common root (XI, ..., xn), then this

root must satisfy all of the polynomial equations in the Fi's. This fact implies that the nontrivial
vector (:2: 1 , ••• ) Xn ) must be in the null space of A. Thus,.t1 must be singular or equivalently, the
determinant of A (call it D) must be zero. This argument establishes that the resultant R is a
factor of D.
The remaining factors of D are extraneous and have no bearing on whether the original equations
have a common root. The beauty of Macaulay's result is that he established that the extraneous
factors are the determinant of a minor of A. This minor (call it B) can be constructed from A in the
following manner. Delete all columns of A that correspond to monomials x n where OJ < di for all
but one value of i. (Nate there must at least one such i due to the manner in which d was chosen.)
Delete all rows of A that correspond to polynomials in Fj whose multipliers xC< have OJ < dj for
i

< j :$: n. One consequence of this construction is that all rows corresponding to polynomials in

F n are deleted.
In the previous e.'lCample, all colUffillS except those corresponding to the monomials XIX~ and

xIX5 were deleted. Likewise, all polynomials e.'lCcept those in F l multiplied by

x~

and x5 were

deleted. The resulting minor was that of equation 3.
Macaulay shows that the resultant R. satisfies

R = det(A)
det(B)

(4)

where this division is carried out before the indeterminates forming the entries of A and Bare
specialized. The reason for specializing after division is that det(A) and det(E) may evaluate to
zero even though R is not identically zero. A solution to this problem is presented in the ne.'Ct
section.

2.3

Characteristic Polynomials and Affine Com.putations

Carrying out this symbolic division is a massive task that requires time double exponential in the
number of indeterminates. To avoid this intensive computation, we now explain the method of
generalized characteristic polynomials due to (Canny 88b], which also allows for speciauzations of
the coefficient entries of matrix;L
Define new homogeneous polynomials

Ii- ;;; Ii - '\x/d
a.nd consider the Macaulay resultant of the polynomial equations
matrix construction for the

h

ji ;;;

O. Arter performing the

as outlined before, one observes that the only differences are the ,\

appearing solely along the diagonals of the resulting matrices

A and E.

The determinants of these

new matrices arc thus the characteristic polynomials of the matrices originally constructed. That

det(,i)

= det(A -

>.I)
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= Cha,·PolyA(!.).

Similarly, det(B) = CharPolyB(>..) .. Thus, the determinant of these matrices may be viewed as

polynomials in >., where the leading term of CharPolyA is >.N and the leading term of CharPolyB
" .....,N-D , WI
""thD-""
15
- L..i=1 ITi:#i d"J" F"Inall y,
R(!.) = CharPolyA(.\)
CharPolyB(.\)
is a polynomial of degree D.
Using the fact that a quotient polynomial of degree D, depends only on the D most significant
coefficients of the divisor and dividend polynomials, RC..\) can be computed from only the first
D coefficients of both CharPoly_4(>.) and CharPolyB(>'), yielding an efficient algorithm which

is single exponential in the number of indetermina.tes of the original equations. Furthermore, the
symbolic coefficients of the orginal Ii. the a's, b's and c's in matrix A, can now clearly be specialized
to their true values (possibly constants or polynomials in other variables), with the original resultant
R being reco....ered as the smallest non·zero coefficient of R(A).
One additional advantage is gained by computing resultants via the method of characteristic
polynomials. In many applications, as we shall see later in Sections 3 to 6, we need to compute
the multi-equational resultant for non - hQmooene()'lJ.8 polynomial equations Oi = O. It is possible
to homogenize the polynomials Oi by introducing an additional variable, say w. Let

Ii

denote the

homogeneous polynomials obtained from OJ in this way. 'While the common solutions of

Ii

= 0

for w = 1 correspond to the original common solutions of Oi = 0, there are e.·<traneous common
solutions introduced into the homogenous system

Ii =

0 for w = 0 whlch do not correspond to any

solutions of OJ = O. This problem becomes acute when the dimension of the common solutions of

Ii

for w

= 0 is higher than the dimension of the common solutions of OJ = 0, and causes a naiive

multi-equational. resultant computation to vanish identically.
For example, if the OJ = 0 are m non-homogeneous polynomial equations in n variables, then
their solution set is of dimension;:: n - m. The solution components of dimension = n - mare
proper while the components of dimension;:: n - m are excess. The multi-equational resultant of

the homogenized polynomial system
of dimension n - m

+ 1,

Ii

= 0 (derived from the Oi = 0) is a projection into a space

yielding a hypersurface H. The proper dimension solutions of gi = 0

can be reco'.-ered from the hypersurface H. However, if the extraneous solutions corresponding to
w

= 0 are of excess dimension, then the resultant would vanish identically, viz. the projection

is a trivial hypersurface covering the entire n - m

+ 1 dimensional

space. Fortunately, as proved

by [Cann;y 88b], computing resultants via the method of characteristic polynomials, introduces a
).. perturbation on the solution components corresponding to w = 0, causing all excess dimension
components to "break up" thereby allowing one to recover the pl'Oper dimension solutions from a
non-trivial hypersurface H.
Gi ....en the ability to compute the resultants of several homogenous or non-homogeneous equations, we next survey a range of techniques, using these multi-equational resultants, for computing
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about systems of polynomial. equations arising from diverse applications.

3

Applications for Algebraic Plane Curves

An algebraic plane curve is implicitly defined by a single polynomial equation f(x, y) = O. A
subclass of algebraic curves known as rational curves, have an alternate representation in terms of
ra.tional functions, x = f(t)lh(t) and y = g(t)lh(t), with f, 9, h being polynomials in t.
In the following we consider both the internal representations of algebraic curves, i.e., whether
they are parametrically or implicitly defined. All polynomials are assumed to be defined over an
algebraically closed field such as the complex numbers. \Ve additionally use the following notation.
Partial derivatives are written by subscripting, for example, fz = 8f18x, fry = 8 2 f 1(8x8y), and
so on. Since we consider algebraic curves and surfaces, we have fry = fyr etc. Derivatives of
polynomials jn one variable are written with primes, for e."i;ample, c'(t) = d cjd t.

3.1

Convolution of Two Plane Curves

In [Bajaj 88b] this convolution operation is used to generate the boundary of configuration space
obstacles, in order to construct collision free motion paths for translating objects.

Theorem 1 Let C.4 and GB be lwo algebraic plane curves defined implicitly by f(x,y) = 0 and
g(a, /3) = 0, respectivley. Then Gonvolution(GA, GB) is the set of points jJ = (x, y) such that

x-x-a:

0

iI-y-(3

0

f(x,y)
9(a,(3)
h(x,y,a,(3)

= f.·gp -

f, 'g.

=
=

0
0
0

A proof of the above theorem can be found in [Bajaj 88bJ. "i,Ve can obtain an implicit polynomial
equation for Convolution( CA, GB) by using the above Theorem and the multi-equational resultant
as follows: First substitute x :;:::

x-

a and

y=

fJ - /3 in the above equations, yielding the three

non-homogeneous polynomial equations

j( x, iI)

0

9(a,(3)

0

h(5:,fj,a,/3)

0

The above system can be transformed into three homogenous polynomial equations in a,

/3 and an

additional variable '"to The multi-equational resultant is then computed from this, as detailed in 2.3,
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eliminating yariables a, fJ and 1, and yielding the Convolution(CA,CB), a polynomial

equa~ion

in

x,y.
Theorem 2 Let CA and CB be two rational algebraic curues defined parametrically by (Ct(S),C2(S))
and (Ct(t), C2(t)) respectively. Then Convolution(CA. Gs) is the set of points

f(s, t)

i: - e,(3) - ,,(t)

0

fJ - e,(s) - <,(t)

0

= e;(s) - ,;(t) -

e;(s) - ,;(t)

=

p=

(x, y) such that

0

A proof of the above theorem can again be found in [Bajaj 8Sb]. The implicit polynomial equation
for Convol ation( CA. CB) is computed by transforming the above three equations into a homogenollii
polynomial system in s, t and an additional variable u, and then computing the multi-equational
resultant, cllm..inating these variables s, t, u.

3.2

COll.11110n Tangent between Two Plane Curves

In. [Bajaj S8d] the common tangent computation is used to construct the conve.'l: hull of a planar
geometric model with algebraic curve boundaries. Suppose L is a common tangent between two
algebraic plalle curves CA and GB' Then the tangent points p = (x,y) and q = (a,fJ) of L at CA
and Gs respectively are given by the following Theorem.

Theorem 3 (I) IfCA and CB are defined parametrically as (x(s),y(s)) and (a(t),)J(t)) respec-

tively, then p = (x(s),y(s)) and q = (a(t),)J(t)) are given by

(II)

f(3, t) = (x(s) - a(t)) - y'(s) - (y(s) - )J(t)) - x'(s)

0

g(3,t) = (x(s) - a(t)) - )J'(t) - (y(s) - )J(t)) - a'(t)

0

IfC.~ is defined parametrically as (x(s),y(s)) and

then p = (x(.9),y(s)) and q =

Cs is defined implicitly as 1(0:, ,B) = 0,

(0:,/3) are given by

f( a,)J)

0

g(s,t) = (x(s) - a) - Y'(3) - (y(s) -)J) - x'(s)

0

h(3,t) = (x(s)-a)-g.+(y(s)-)J)-gp

0

(III) IfC A and CB are defined implieilly as f(x,y) = 0 and g(a,)J) = 0, then p = (x,y) and
q = (a, {3) arf given by

9

f(x, y)
g(a,iJ)

0

=

0

h(x,y,a,iJ)=(x-a)"f.+(Y-iJ)ofy

0

k(x,y,a,iJ) = (x - a)" g.+ (Y- 13) ogp

0

A proof oftIle above theorem can be found in [Bajaj SSd]. The method to be used here is popularly
known as the u-resultant technique [\Vaerden 50]. Each of the above polynomial equatIons are
homogenized, using an additional variable w. Next a homogeneous linear equation is taken, viz.,

U=
u-t/3

'U1S

+ II. zt + U3W

+ usw

for (1), U =

UlS

+ 'UzCl: + U3{3 + U4W for (II),

for (111), involving new indeterminates

Ul,'LtZ,1£3,U4,'LtS,

and U =

'LtlX

+ 'UzY + U30:' +

in general. Ne.xt for each of

the homogenous systems obtained from (1), (II) and (III) the appropriate U polynomial is added,
and the multi-equational resultant computed, as detailed in 2.3. The resulting polynomial in the
new indeterminates, in each of the three cases (1), (II), (III), decomposes into linear factors from
which the coordinates of the common tangens points can be reconstructed. See [Canny SSa] where
details are given for V-resultant polynomial computations.

4

Applications for Parametric Surfaces

An algebraic surface defined by parametric equations

x = "-;91,,,(S""t+)

drs, t)
9'(S, t)
Y = d(s,t)
93(S, t)
z=
d(s, t)

(5)

is also knO\m as a parametric surface. Parametric surfaces playa large role in Computer-Aided
Geometric Design (CAGD). (See [Boehm 84] for more details). Partial derivatives are again written
by subscripting, such as, !:r:=

4.1

fJ! lax,

and the gradient of ! is the vector

V!:= (f:r,!y, !::.).

Inversion Formula for Parametric Surfaces

If the given surface parameterization 5 is one-to-one, then the rational parameterization admits
an inverse rational parameterization. Precisely, there must exist rational functions of the following
form.

s = "H",'(,-xC-',,,-Y''-z-!-)
E(x,y,=)

10

t; :;H;;;,(~x.:.;,Y"-"z=j.)
E(x,y,z)

These inverse equations can be computed during implicitization of the parametric surface using

the multh-ariate resultant. Recall that the fundamental process in computing the multivariate
resultant is conversion of the system of polynomial equations into a larger system of linear equations.
However: solutions to systems of linear equations can be computed using Cramer's rule. vVe will
discuss this procedure in more detail in section 6.2.
These equations are particularly useful in manipulations involving parametric surface patches.

For example, testing whether a. point

P

= (Z,y,Z) lies inside a rectangular parametric patch

corresponds to testing whether the image of p under the abo...·e equations lies inside a rectangle in
the st plane.

4.2

I1nplicit Form for Parametric Surfaces

To construct the implicit equation h(x,y,z) = 0, corresponding to the parametric equations, we
first homogenize those equations (5) with an additional variable u, yielding polynomial equations

j,(" t, u) ; 0,

12(', t, u); 0 and 13(', t, u) ;

0 below.

j,(s,t,u); d(s,t,u)x - 91("t,U)

0

h(s,t,u) = d(s,t,u)x - 92(S,t,U) =

0

13(s,t,u) = d(s,t,u)x - 9J(S,t,u)

0

Then the implicit equation h(x,y,z) = 0 is obtained from the multi-equational resultant of the
above three homogeneous equations, using the method detailed in 2.3. To see why, remember
that the resultant polynomial. is equal to zero if and only if ft(s, t, u) = 0, 12(s, t, u) = 0 and

13(s, t, u) = 0 have common s, t and u solutions. Next, note that whenever the implicit equation

h(x, V, z) = 0, there is a value for the parameters sand t that simultaneously sa.tisfies the parametric
equations (.j).
Details of alterna.te methods for computing the implicit equations of para.metric curves and
surfaces, using the multi-equational resultant may be found in [Bajaj 87}.

4.3

Planar Projection of the Intersection Curve of Two Parametric Surfaces

Another interesting application of birationality arises from the following theorem from algebraic
geometry tha.t states the following: any irreducible algebraic space curve is birational with an
algebra.ic plane curve (Hartshorne 77]. (In fact, any zero set of a collection of polynomials that is
irreducible is birational to the zero set of some single polynomial.) Using this fact, [Garrity 87]
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suggests representing an algebraic space curve as an algebraic plane curve plus a birational map
and gives an algorithm for computing such a representation.
A similar birational map can be computed for the intersection curve of two parametric surfaces
with a plane projection in the parametric plane of either of the two parametric surfaces. The plane
projection can be computed by the simultaneous elimination of either s and t or u and v from the
three equations below.

91(S, t)
drs, t)
9'(S, t)
d(s,t)
93(S, t)
d("t)

4.4

h1 (u,v)

e(.,v)
=

h,(.,v)
e(.,v)
ha(u,v)

e(.,v)

Convolution of Two Parametric Surfaces

Theorem 4 Let FA be a parametric surface (x( s, t), y( s, t), z(s, t)) with gradient F~ xFt • Further let
FB be a pammetric surface (a( 'IL, v), f3( u, v), i( 'IL, v)) with gradient Gu xG v . Then Convolution(FA , Fi3) =
the set of points p =

(x,y,z) such that
x-x(s,t)-o:(u,v)

=

fJ-y(s,t)-f3(.,v)
z-z(s,t)-,(.,v)
(F, x F,) x (G. x G,)

0
0

=
=

0
0

A proof of the above theorem can be found in [Bajaj 88c]. We Can obtain an implicit polynomial
equation for Convolution(FAl FB) by using the Theorem and the multi-equational resultant as
follows. The final vector equation above, yields two independent, polynomial equations. The
entire system of equa.tions can then be transformed into five homogenous polynomial equations
in s, t, 'IL, 11 and an additional variable w. The multi-equational resultant is then computed from
this, as detailed in 2.3, eliminating variables s, t, 'IL, v, w, and yielding the Convolution(FA, FB), a
polynomial equation in X, y, z.

5
5.1

Applications for Algebraic Surfaces
Criteria for Curve Singularity on an Algebraic Surface
f(z,y,z) = 0
fAx,y,z) = 0
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fy(x,y,z) = 0
f.(x,y,z) = 0
A curve singularity on the algebraic surface

f = 0 exists

if any of the multivariate resultants

of the first equation with two of the remaining three, eliminating two \.o.riables, is identically zero.

For then there e."\..ists a curve singularity on the algebraic surface. The resultant being identically
zero corresponds to the space curve singularity covering the entire line onto which the projection
is being computed. More details are given in section 5.3.

5.2

Convolution of Two Algebraic Surfaces

In (Bajaj SSe] this convolution operation is used. to generate the boundary of configuration space
obstacles in space, in order to construct geodesic paths for two objects moving in contact with each
other (compliant motion).

Theorem 5 Let FA be an algebraic surface
surface 9

= 0 with gradient Vg.

f

= 0 with gradient

Then Convolution(FAI FB)

v!.

Further let FB be an algebraic

= the set of points p = (x, y,i)

such

that

x-x-a

=

0

fJ-Y-f3

=

0

Z-Z-I

0

!(x,y,z)

0

g(CZ,f3,7)
"lfx"lg

=

0
0

We use the above Theorem as follows. Using the first three equations above, substitute x =
y

x-a,

= y- f3 and z = Z- I in the last three equations, noting that the final vector equation V f X V 9 = 0

above, yields two independent polynomial equations. The entire system of equations can then be
transformed into four homogenous polynomial equations in a, P, I and an additional variable w.
Ne.'(t the multi-equational. resultant is computed, eliminating variables a, P. I' w, and yields the
implicit equation for Convolution(FAI FB). in terms of

5.3

x, Y, z.

Intersection of Three Algebraic Surfaces

Consider three implicitly defined surfaces of the form

F(x,y,z) = 0
G(x,y,z) = 0
If(x,y,z) = 0
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If we eliminate x and y from these equations simulta.Jleously using the multi-equational resultant,

then resulting equations is of the form
R(z) = O.
If R is identically zero, then the three surfaces intersect

ill

a common space curve. If R is not

identically zero, then the solutions to this equation are exactly the z coordinates of the intersection
points of the three original surfaces. (Remember three surfaces in three dimensional projective
space must always intersect in at least three points.) There are several problems with this simple
approach.
First, we must recover the :z: and y coordinates for a specific z coordinate. Second, the intersection points may have the same z coordinate. Each of these problems is easily solved using the
following observations. Taking the multi-equational resultant of the three equations is equivalent to
projecting the intersection points of the three surfaces down onto a line. If we choose our direction
of projection to be sufficiently generic (for example, project using an indeterminate direction), then
each intersection point will project down to a unique point. Moreover, the points of projection will
be birational with the original intersection points. (For a definition of birationality, see the next
section.) This birational map can be computed using techniques similar to those in [Abhyankar 87,
Garrity 87]. After computation of the points of projection (e.g. solving a univariate polynomial),
the original intersection points may be computed using the birational map.

6

Applications for Algebraic Sets

The set of solutions to a collection of polynomial equations

is referred to as an algebraic set. Algebraic sets playa fundamental role in algebI"d.ic geometry. Algorithms for manipulating algebraic sets are crucial components for systems for deciding existential
and unjversal theories of polynomial equations [Canny 88a].

6.1

Decomposing Algebraic Sets

An algebraic set that cannot be represented as the union of t",,"O other distinct algebraic sets,
neither containing the other, is said to be irreducible. Any algebraic set can be represented as
the union of distinct algebraic sets. Unfortunately, representing an algebraic set as the solution
to a system of equations 1s often not a computationally convenient representation. However, a
classical theorem from algebraic geometry provides for an alternate representation. The theorem
14

states that any irreducible algebraic set is birational with a hypersurface of appropriate dimension

([Hartshorne ii], Prop.I.4.9).
This theorem suggests the following problem: Given an algebraic set 5, decompose S into
Hs irreducible components Ci and construct the a hypersurface and rational map for each Ci as
suggested by the theorem. This construction can be done using multi-equational resultants. Given
m equations in n varia.bles, let 5 be the algebraic set of dimension n-m defined by these equations.

We may construct a generic linear projection onto n - m + 1 of the variables. The image of this
projection is the zero set of a polynomial R in these n - m

+ 1 variables.

Now, R is exactly the multi-equational resultant of the m original equations and the

12. -

m

+1

projection equations. Moreover, the irreducible factors of R o\'er the comple.'Ces are birational with
irreducible components of S. The inverse rational map from the irreducible factors of R to the Ci'S
may be recovered using the Theorem of the Primitive Element (lZariski 58], section 11.9).
This construction for m = 2 is described in [Abhyankar 87, Garrity 87]. A more general version
for unrestricted m is described in {BCG"V 88] that also handles the case in which the dimension of

5 is unrestricted. Using multi-equational resultants, this algorithm runs in time single exponential
in m and n.

6.2

Inverting Rational l'vlaps

A map of the form

where the

.,pi

= ~t::::::::~ are ratios of homogeneous polynomials of equal degree in the x j is

referred to as a rational map. In general, a rational map may be thought of as a function that
transforms some set of points X in (xo ...x m ) space to set of points Y in (YO•.. Yn) space. Note that
the denominators are polynomials and can have zeros. Thus the map may not be defined at all
points. We denote this map by 7/J : X -+ Y.
A rational map 'I/J : X ...... Y is called birational if it admits an inverse. That is, there exists a
rational map if> : Y
dense in X, J/J¢

-t

X such that W(X) is dense in Y (they have the same dimension), <;6(Y) is

= 1 almost everywhere, and t/J'I/J = 1 almost everywhere.

Two sets X and Yare

said to be birational jf there exists a birational map between X and Y.
The parametric definition of a curve or surface is standard e.... ample of a rational map. Inverting
a paramctrizatjon of a surface has applications in areas such as sorting points along a parametric curve [Johnstone 87). Birational maps have been used in resolving the singular (nonsmooth)
points of algebraic curves and surfaces [Abhyankar 8SJ. In particular, [Bajaj SSa] uses this idea
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in the robust tracing of algebraic plane curves. Abhyankar and Bajaj use birational maps in determining whether an algebraic space curve has a rational parameterization (see [Abhyankar 86,
Abhyankar ST]). From a mathematical point of view, current attempts to classify surfaces and
higher dimensional geometric objects usually are restricted to classifications up to birationality
[Wilson 8T].
If 1/J : X - Y is a rational map and F(xo •..., x n ) is an irreducible homogeneous polynomial with

rational coefficients, we describe a method for computing the image of the hypersurface under 1/J
using multi-equational resultants. We also describe a method for determining whether the map is
I-Ion the hypersurface and if so, give a construction based on applying Cramer's rule for generating
an inverse rational map.

In. the special case of inverting a parametrization of a surface S, given by

X=X(s,t)
Y = y(s,t)

z = z(s, t),
we may take the (s, t) parameter planes as being the zero Set of (11, = 0) in (s. t, 11,) space and view
this as an instance of the above problem. IT this map is 1-1 onto S, then we can compute a rational
map from S to the (s, t) parameter plane plane using the following construction.
6.2.1

Computing the True Image Variety

The rational map 1/1 will map almost every point of the hypersurface (F = 0) to a single irreducible
variety. For ob....ious reasons this variety is called the true image varidy. 'With each 1/1i =

.,p restricted to ((tl ;j:.

f,

the

f:. 0) U ... U (t n

;j:. 0)) is well-defined. The true image variety is the
smallest irreducible variety that contains the image of.,p restricted to ((F = 0) n ((tl t- 0) U (t2 :f:map

O)U (t2

0) U ... U (tn " 0))).
In computing the true image variety, we must fust test whether F divides any of the tj. If so,

then the true image variety is empty. Otherwise, the true image variety must be non-empty. '\rVe
ne.'C.t compute the multi-equational resultant of F(xo, "', x n) ;;;; 0 and the n polynomial equations

with respect to the variables xc, ..., x n . The resultant is a polynomial R in Yo, ..., Yn. Factoring this
polynomial using [Kaitofen 85b] yields

If the map is finite· to-one, then the true image must be a hypersurface. This hypersurface must

correspond to one of the factors Ri. The zero sets of the remaining Ri'S are extraneous hypersurfaces
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whose preimages under if; lie in the poles of"p. To determine which Ri corresponds to the true
image variety, we choose a point p on F = 0 that does not lie on a pole of 1/1 (such a point exists
since F does not divide any of the ti)' Now, R;('if;(p)) = 0 if and only is Ri = 0 is the true image
variety.

6.2.2

Computing the Inverse Map

In this section we determine the degree of the rational map 'if; from the hypersurface (F = 0)
to the true image variety, assuming of course that the map is, finite-to-one. Further, if the map
is generically one-to-one, which means that, under 1/;, (F = 0) and the true image variety are
birational, we construct the inverse map. By using Macaulay's description of the resultant as the
quotient of two determinants l the construction reduces to an application of Cramer's Rule.
Let RI(YO, .•., Yn) be the irreducible factor of the resultant R(yo, ..., Yn) corresponding to the
true image variety. Let k be the multiplicity of RI (i.e.

Rf divides R but Ri+1

by applying ([Fulton 84],Theorem 8.4.13), we see that the map 'if; from

does not). Then

(F = 0) to the true image

variety (R i = 0) is generically k to one.

rr k is

equal to one, then (F = 0) will be birational to (RI ·= 0), by:

Theorem 6 Let X and Y be two irreducible n-dimensional varieties and 'if; a rational map from

X to Y that is generically one-to-one. Then under.,p, X and Yare birational.
This follows from ([Hartshorne 7i], Cor. 1.4.5). We can therefore determine if (F = 0) is birational
to (R1 = 0) by fInding the multiplicity of the factor R I ·
Assume now that the map .,p is generically one-to-one. Then, for a generic point (Yo: ..• : Yn)
on (RI = 0), there is a unique point (xo : ... : x n ) on (F = 0). "Ve want to construct the inverse
map from (Yo: ... : Yn) to (xo : ... : x n ). This construction will be reduced to a problem in matrix
manipulation. Recalling equation 4, the resultant is

_ det(A(yo, .." y,,))
R( Yo, ..·,Y. ) - d (E(
et
Yo, ...,Yn )).
where B is a specific minor of an N by N matrix A.
Now we can now apply matrL" theory to A to generate an inverse rational map. Specifically,
we use Cramer's rule. To apply Cramer's rule, we must first show that there e.'\.ists a (N - 1) by

(N - 1) minor of A that is non-singular.
Assume for a minute that R 1 does not divide det(B). Then the order of vanishing of det(A) at
a generic point of (R I = 0) must equal the order of vanishing of R. Since the map .,p is generically
oue-to-one, this order of vanishing must be one. Since the order of vanishing of det(A) is one, the
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kernel of the matrix A must be one dimensional. Recalling equation 2

x'o

o
(6)

A

x'

o

n

Thus, the vector (xg, ..., x~) spans the kernel of A.
Since the point (xo : ... : x n) is in projective space, we can assume, after relabeling, that
(x n :f; 0). Since the kernel of A is one-dimensional, any vector of the form (aI, "', aN-I, 0) cannot
lie in the kernel of A. Thus,

o

,.

-'

A

o

o

for all possible Cl:i. Labeling the columns of A by Al through AN, this equation may be rewritten
as
"0

o

A

o

o

for all aI, ..., aN_I' Thus, the N -1 vectors Al through AN_l are linearly independent and therefore
there must be an invertible (N -1)

b~'

(N -1) minor of the matrb:: (AI, ..., AN_I). This minor will

be the matrix that will be used in applying Cramer's Rule.
vVe now construct the actual inverse map. Using the Ai, we may rewrite equation 6 as a sum
of column vectors:

'A 1+ ... + x n _l x '-IA
'A N·
n
Xo
N-I -- -X'n
Thus,

x'o

column
vector
with

(A" ...• AN_I)

x'

n

'-1
Xn_lXn.
18

terms

Removing

J.

single row from the matrix (AI"'" AN-d, we obtain an invertible matrix. Let Ai

denote the ilk column of this invertible matrix. Then

column
vector
=

with

x'

n

terms
Since (Ai, ..., .-t~V_l) is invertible, we can apply Cramer's Rule ([Herstein 75], Thm. 6.9.2) to find
the inverse rational map.
There is one last technical point to resolve.

We assumed that R 1 (yo, ..Yn) did not divide

det(B(yo, .'Yn)). Unfortunately, this can happen. There is, though, a way around this problem.
Recall that the construction of the matrices A(Vo, ..V".) and B(yo, ..Vn) depends on the order of the
equations

F(xo, ... ,X n)
V1 t 1 (XO, •••, x n )

0
=

YOBl(XO, ••• ,x n )

Let Yi be present in a term of R. Reorder the a.bove equations so that

is the last equation. With this new ordering of the equations, reconstruct the matrices A and B.
By e.-..::amining how the minor B is constructed, we see that B is independent of the term Vi. Thus

Rl(yo, ..Yn) cannot divide B(yo, ..Yn).

7

Multi-equational Resultants vs. Grabner Bases

All of the above problems can be solved using multi·equatlonal resultants. These problems can also
be solved by using Grobner bases. One simply poses the problems as ideal membership questions.
Unfortunately these ideal membership questions may have solutions that require time double exponential in the number of variables [Mayr 82]. In contrast, the resultant method of [Canny 88b]
has a running time that is single exponential. in the number of equations being solved. One benefit
of using i\lacaulay's formulation of the resultant is that algorithms for computing with matrices
a.nd determinants are well understood. As a result, it is often possible to state precise time bounds
for problems involving multi-equational resultants. Another benefit is that the matrices produced
by Macaulay's method are highly structured and should allow computation of their determinant
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in time proportional to the square of their size (instead of the cube of their size using Gaussian
elimination). This situation further contrasts that of Grebner bases in which running times are
related to simplification under rewrite rules. The behaviour of these rewrite procedures is difficult
to establish except for special cases. These observations suggest that for computation involving
the zero sets of polynomial equations multi-equational resultants may prove more efficient than
Grebner bases.

8

Conclusion

Two main conclusions may be drawn from this work. There e.usts a large body of mathematical knowledge in algebraic geometry. This knowledge could be of significant importance in solving computational problems concerning geometric models in computer aided design and computer
graphics. Second, elimination methods for systems of polynomials, the cornerstone of algebraic geometry before 1940, provide a sound basis for computational methods of symbolically manipulating
polynomials. !vIethods such as multi-equational resultants deserve further investigation.
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